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1. 1NTR00uCTi0~ 
The purpose of this paper is to show that under the hypotheses of the 
Marcinkiewicz Interpolation Theorem for Hardy spaces, i.e., Theorem D of 
Coifman and Weiss [4, p. 5961, the strong type conclusions extend to 
estimates involving weight functions. These weights satisfy certain growth 
conditions dependent on the weak type parameters of the operator. 
As in Coifman and Weiss [4] (hereinafter referred to simply by C-W), let 
(X,,U) be a space of homogeneous type, and consider the atomic HP spaces 
defined on X. Let 0 <p,,< 1 <p, < co, qi>pi, qO#q,, p,, <pi, i=O, 1, 
and set (T = (l/q, - l/q,)/(l/p, - l/p,). For 0 < a < 1, define l/p = 
(1 - a)/~,, + a/p,, l/q = (1 - a)/qO + a/q,. Suppose that T is a sublinear 
operator mapping HP’ boundedly into L(qi, co), with norms Mi, i = 0, 1. We 
shall show that, for p > 1 and any tI > 0, 
where f * is the non-increasing rearrangement off, and IV(t) > 0 is a weight 
function to be defined later. We shall also prove that for p. < p < 1 (p, > p), 
and a(x) a (p, co)-atom with support in the ball B 
(lam {W(t) t”*(Tu)* (I)]’ f )I;” ,< MW@(B)““). 
In either instance, the constant M is independent off or a for which the 
respective right-hand side is tinite. 
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The function w(t) = 1 is included as one of the weights. Thus Theorem D 
of C-W is contained in our results, and hence also the interpolation 
theorems of Igari [9] for Hardy spaces on iR” and T = [0,27r] as Theorem D 
generalizes his results. The importance of establishing such theorems is that 
H’$ L’, and there are operators, specifically the Littlewood-Paley g- 
function [ 14, Vol. I, p. 1831, which are bounded from H’ to L(l, co) but not 
from L’ to L(l, co). Also, the setting of HP-spaces, 0 <p < 1, and atomic 
decompositions readily yield boundedness properties of solutons to the heat 
equation [C-W, p. 6011. 
Following certain remarks, it will be noted that, if we restrict ourselves 
solely to LP-spaces, then (X,p) can be an arbitrary measure space. Since our 
weights include those of Heinig [6], his interpolation theorem is contained in 
ours. Also, Theorem B of Bennett and Rudnick [ 1 ] will follow as a special 
case. 
We note here that a function fE H’(X) is rearranged with respect o the 
measure on X, and then multiplied by a weight function. C-W study certain 
weighted H’ spaces where the original fE H’(R”, o(x) dx) is multiplied by 
the function w(x). Since the rearrangement off is with respect o the measure 
w(x) dx, then for us there is no distinction between H’(iR”, w(x) dx) and 
H’( R *, dx). However, since H’(lT?“, w(x) dx) is again a Hardy space 
associated with a space of homogeneous type, our theorems will apply to 
them. 
In general, the assumption (r { F+‘(c”~) tllPf*(t)}’ (dt/t) < co will not 
guarantee that lif*“(t) dt < co; that is, even restricted to [0, x],f* may not 
be in Lp. Hence we cannot immediately use the Calderon-Zygmund decom- 
position for f as described in the proof of Theorem D of C-W. Instead, we 
must first set f = u + u’, where u is readily estimated, establish that 
(; u’*S (t) dt < co for some 1 < s <p, and then apply the Calderon- 
Zygmund decomposition to u’. We also show that weighted results can be 
proved solely by Hardy’s inequality. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1. Let (X,p) be a totally u-finite positive measure space. Iff 
is a p-measurable function, then the distribution function off is defined by 
f*(.Y)=Pu~:If(x>l>Yl~ y > 0. 
If, for each y > 0, f,(y) is finite, then the non-increasing rearrangement off 
is given by 
f*(t) = inf{y > O:f*(u) < t}, infQ= co. 
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Two functions which generate the same distribution function are said to be 
equimeasurable. We also define the maximal rearrangement off as 
Some basic properties of these functions are: f* and f * are non-increasing, 
right (respectively left) continuous, and (f+ g)* (2t) <f*(t) + g*(f) and 
(f+ g>* (20 GM4 + gd0. Also, from the definitions we have the 
relationship 
Before defining our weight functions, we first introduce two growth 
conditions. Let W(X) > 0 for x E IR’ = [0, co). Then: 
(a) WE S, if for each C > 1, there is a constant M dependent only on 
C, such that MW(Ct) < W(t), for all t > 0; and 
(b) WE S, if for each C > 1, there is a constant M, dependent only 
on C, such that M’ W(t) < W(Ct). 
The constants M and M’ may be unbounded as C tends to infinity. Also, 
it is easy to see that WE S, if and only if (w>-’ E S,. These conditions 
ensure that W has no large jumps on intervals of the form [x, CX] for C > 1, 
and are the analogs of the V, condition for monotone functions of 
Stromberg [ 121. 
Henceforth, A4 will denote a constant, dependent on indicated parameters, 
and possibly different at each occurrence. 
DEFINITION 2. Let W(x)>0 on iR+, and let 0 < k < 1, 6, r E R. Then: 
6) WE V,., if there is an a > 1, such that, for all t > 0, 
W(at)(l + ]log ati)” < kW(t)(l + /log #a’; 
(ii) WE Vz, if there is an a > 1, such that, for all t > 0, 
W>(l + llw tl) %Y-<kW(at)(l +]logat])‘. 
Clearly, WE V,,, if and only if (w>-’ E VT,,-,. Also, if WE V,,, then 
wq E Vqr,qS for any q > 0, and WE V,,, for any s > Y. The purpose of these 
conditions is to simplify the Muckenhoupt [ 1 l]-Bradley [ 21 conditions for 
applying Hardy’s inequality. To do this, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. Let W(x) > 0 on I? + . 
(i) Assume WE S,. Then there is a constant M > 0, such that 
j.a, W(s)s-‘-I(1 + )logs~)sds<Mx-rW(x)(l + )logxI)’ 
“X 
forallx>O ifandonly ifWEV,,. 
(ii) Assume WE S,. Then there is a constant M > 0, such that 
! J W(s)s-‘-‘(1 +Ilogs1)6ds<MW(x)x-r(l +llogxl)” 0 
for all x > 0, if and only if W E V Ts. 
ProoJ: We prove only (i), as (ii) is similar. This lemma and its proof are 
based in part on Lemma 2.3 of StrGmberg [ 121. 
First, if WE V,., and S,, then 
JO”+’ 
J 
W(s)s-‘-‘(1 +(logs()‘ds 
xan 
.a” 
= 
I 
W(as)s-‘-I(1 + IlogasJ)‘a-‘ds 
x(2”-’ 
.X(2” 
Sk I 
W(s) ~-~-‘(l t /log sl)” ds. 
m-’ 
Thus, repeating this estimate n times, we have 
I cm w(s) s-l-‘(1 t [log sl)’ ds x 
W(s)s-‘-‘(1 t llog~j)~ds 
<fk”f’ W(s)s-r-‘(l+~logs~)sds 
0 x 
SM -&- W(x)/;~s-‘-‘(I + (logs()“ds 
<MW(x)x-‘(1 + Ilogxl)‘. 
Next, suppose 
1 ea, W(s)s-‘-‘(1 t/logsl)‘ds<MW(x)x-‘(1 +Ilogxl)’ x 
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for all x, but W@ Vrq6, that is, for each a > 1, there is a t for which 
W(at)(l + llogarl)6 > ka’W(t)(l + llog tl)“. 
Let bt E [t, at] be such that 
kW(bt)(l +/logbtI)‘(bt)-‘,< ,;rx;, W(s)(l +Ilogsl)Ssm’. 
Hence 
I m W(s)s-‘-‘(I +Ilogsl)Sds<MW(bt)(bt)-‘(l +llogbtl)‘, bt 
whereas 
I 
cc 
W(s)s-‘-‘(1 +/logsl)“ds 
bt 
AIt 
> 
J 
W(s) s-‘-I(1 + llog ~1)” ds 
bt 
> k W(bt)( 1 + I log bt I)” (bt) -’ lo&z/b), 
which yields a contradiction if log(a/b) is unbounded. 
Suppose 1 < a/b < /3 < 03. Then 
.cL’ 
) W(s) sC+‘(l + /I ogs()Sds<MW(t)t-‘(l +llogtl)* 
-I 
while 
fU W(s)s-‘-I(1 + llogsl)“ds 
-+ 
> ( w(s)sP’P’(l -I 
.f 
- I log s I)” ds 
> k(bt)-’ W(bt)( 1 + llog btl)” log a 
> kM(bt) -r W(at)( 1 + [log b# log a 
(1 + llog atl)b > kWbt)-’ w@> (,+ log(@))‘b’ log a 
(1 + Ilog w > k2w’t-rww (,+ logp),“, log a* 
Again, since M is bounded, for suffkiently large a we have a contradiction. 
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THEOREM 4 (Hardy’s inequality [5]). Let W(x),f(x) > 0 on IR’ and let 
p,q,s>O,r,6ElR withq>p>s.If WES,andV,,,,then 
I! -ia wq(x) - qr-l(l +(logx\)Sq (j:f,dt)‘-‘dxi”’ 
I 
m 
I 
l/P 
GM WP(~)~-pr-‘(l +~log~~)~~(xf(x))~‘~dx . 
0 
Zf WE S, and VT,,, then 
wp(x)xq’-‘(l + )logx1)8q (/Xmf(t)dt)q’sdx!“q 
I 
IlP 
Wp(x)xPr-‘(1 t jlogx))“p (xf(x))“‘“dx . 
(1) 
(2) 
In either case, the constant M is independent off for which the respective 
right-hand side is finite. 
Proof. We prove only (2) as (1) is similar. First, we can express (2) as 
f,f/yx) xs’-s/4 (1 t ~logx[)6s~mf(t)dt~q”dx)rlv 
x 
<M m {Ws(x)xs’-s’p+‘(l +~logx()SSf(x)}P’Sdx)S’P. 
From Bradley [2], this inequality holds if and only if 
s/q 
V(x) x s’-l(l t Ilogxl)69 dx 
X 
t 
j-5m {Ws(x)x~‘-~h’+l(l + IlogxI)“S}-P/‘P-S’ dx (‘-‘)” 
Since WE VT,,, then Wq E VTqr,qS, that is, 
Wg(x)xq’-l(l + llogxI)sqdx S/4<MWs(j3)~“‘(1 •t- Ilogp\)? 
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Also, (W)’ E V,,-, and (W-ps’(p-s) E Vp,.s,(p-s,.. Gpsl(P- .$,, so 
(i y w- 
(P-.7)/P 
sPl(P-s)(X)*-Prsl(P--s)-l(l + )~ogx~)-BPsl(P-s) dx 
i 
<MW-“(@)P-‘“(l + ]logPJ)-6”. 
Combining these last two inequalities yields the result. 
If we restrict our attention to monotone functions, then we can show that, 
e.g., if Eq. (1) of Theorem 4 holds, then WE Vr,6, and it is not necessary to 
assume WE S,. The proof of this depends in part on the equivalences for 
r > 0: 
(i) s:s-‘-‘(1 +]log~])~dszx’(l +]logx()“, and 
(ii) JF s-‘-r (1 +(logs/)%fs~xx’(l +(logx()8. 
The proofs of these may be found in Vaughan [ 131. Thus the V-conditions 
characterize Hardy’s inequality for monotone functions. 
Let cz > 0, and suppose that W(t) > 0 for t > a, and W(t) = 0 for t < o. 
Then we could define WE Sy if, for each C > 1, there is a constant M 
dependent only on C, such that MW(Ct) < W(t), for all t > a, and WE V:,& 
if there is an a > 1, such that, for all t > a, 
W(at)(l +Ilogatl)8<kW(t)(l +pogtp7’. 
Similar definitions are made for WE Sy and WE V,?:. Also, if W(t) > 0 for 
t<a<m, we say WES,,, if for each C > 1 and all t < a, there is an 
M > 0, such that MW(t) < W(t/C), with appropriate definitions for the other 
conditions. Again using the Bradley conditions, we see that if WE S;l and 
V;,,, then 
lj.1 Wq(X)X-qr-‘(l + ]logx])“Q (j;f(t)dt)q’sdx/ “q 
<M (U 
I i 
IIP 
WP(x) x-P’- ‘( 1 + ] log x 1)s” (xf(x))p’s dx . (1) 
-a 
These observations lead to the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5 (Calderon’s inequality [6]). Let 0 < a < co. Zf WE Sf and 
v:,, r E p, and fq >p > 1, then 
ii 
.a, I/q 
WV) t- qr-l(l + ]log tl)‘“f*“(t) dt a 
.m 
I 
I/P 
GM W’(t) t-P’-‘(l + ]log tl)“Pf*P(t) dt (1) 
a 
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and, if WE S,,, and Vr,G,n then 
I 
Off 
I 
I/q 
Wyt) t- q’-l(l + ]log tl)sqf*q(t)dt 
<M 
IJ 
a 
l/P 
Wyt) t - pr-l(l + llog tl)““f*“(t)dt 
I 
. (2) 
Proof: For (l), we note thatf*(t) < (l/t)lkf*(y) dy, so that by Hardy’s 
inequality, we have 
I 
1/q 
V(t) P-‘(1 + llog tl)““f*“(t) dt 
< /jr V(t) ($*(y)dyrt-“-‘(l +j*ogtj)sqdt~l’Y 
I/P 
GM WP(t)(ff*(t))P t- J’-p-‘(l + llog tl)“Pdt 
1 
l/P 
WP(t) t-P’-l(l + llog tl)““f*“(t)dt . 
A similar argument shows (2). 
This theorem and its proof show that Calderon’s inequality for f * is a 
consequence of Hardy’s inequality. Thus when we use Theorem 5 we could 
simply appeal to Theorem 4. Hence, Heinig’s [6] weighted version of the 
Marcinkiewicz theorem requires only Hardy’s inequality also. The particular 
forms of Theorem 5 that we require in the sequel are 6 = 0 and 
W(t) =X[a,w)w or W(t) =~~~,~](t), that is, 
(1)’ 
and 
t-q’-tf*q(t)dt jllr &M li,” t-pr-Y*p(t)dtf I”. (2)’ 
Finally in this section, following Hunt [8], we define the L(p, s) spaces as 
follows: 
L(p, 4) is the collection of allf, such that I]f]],*, < co, where 
0 <p < oo, 0 < q < o3, 
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If p = q, then L(p, q) = Lp, the usual Lebesgue space of pth power integrable 
functions. L(p, a) is often referred to as weak L”. Other basic properties 
and uses of these spaces may be found in Hunt [ 8 I. 
3. INTERPOLATION IN HARDY SPACES 
The Hardy spaces we shall study are those defined in C-W. Following 
their definitions, we say a topological space X, endowed with a Bore1 
measure p and a quasimetric d, is a space of homogeneous type. A 
quasimetric is a mapping d: X x X -+ R +, satisfying (a) d(x, y) = d( y, x); (b) 
d(x, y) > 0 if and only if x # y; and (c) there is a constant K, such that 
d(x, y) < Ic(d(x, z) + d(z,y)), for all x, y, z in X. 
We assume that the spheres B,(x) = ( y E X: d(x, y) < r), centered at x, of 
radius r > 0, form a basis of open neighborhoods for X, and p@?,(x)) > 0. It 
is also assumed that p is a regular Bore1 measure, such that, for a fixed 
‘4 > 07 L@,(x)) < ~Pu(~,,*(X)). 
DEFINITION 6. Let X be a space of homogeneous type. For 0 < p < q, 
p < 1 < q < 00, we say that a function a(x) is a (p, q)-atom if: 
(i) the support of u, denoted by supp a(x), is contained in a sphere 
B,(x,) (it is assumed that this is the smallest such sphere); 
(ii) { 1/Cu(B,(x,))(, la(x)lq ddx)/“q < b4~,(xo>>l~“p~ if q < ~0, and 
if q = co, la(x)/ < (@,(x0))) -I@; and 
(iii) J, a(x) dp(x) = 0. 
If p(X) < co, then a(x) = @(x)) ‘lp is also an atom. In this case, we assume 
that p is normalized so that p(X) = 1. 
In order to define HP(X), p < 1, the Hardy spaces associated with the 
space X of homogeneous type, we need to introduce the Lipschitz spaces If:, , 
a > 0. These spaces consist of those functions g on X for which 
I &T(x) - dY)l G am)>=~ 
where S is any sphere containing both x and y, and C depends only on g. 
DEFINITION 7. Let 0 <p < 1 < q, and assume 4k& is non-trivial, where 
a = l/p - 1. The space HP3q(X) is defined to be the subspace of the dual 9: 
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of it&, consisting of those linear functionals h admitting an atomic decom- 
position, that is, 
h(x) = T AjUj(X). 
j:O 
Each of the functions aj(x) is a (p,q)-atom, and cj”o ]njlP < co. The 
infimum of the numbers CJzo ]AjJp, taken over all such decompositions of h, 
is denoted by /] h ]lp4. If p = 1 then all h, such that h(x) = C,?. Ajaj(x), where 
uj(x) is a (1, q)-atom and C,Eo ]Aj] < co forms HI,‘. 
The space HpVq is a complete metric space under the metric d,,,(h, g) = 
Ilh -&v O(p(l<q.Ifp=l(q<co,H’3qisaBanachsubspaceof 
L ‘(X) under the norm ]] h I], ,q. The above definitions show 
HP.” c HP.42 c HP.41 
. 
whenever l<q,<q,<oo andO<p<l,orifp=l, l<q,<q,<co.In 
fact: 
THEOREM 8 (Theorem A of C-W). Hpyq = HPVU3, whenever p < q < co, 
1 < q. The metrics d,,, and dp,m are equivalent. 
Thus for 0 ( p < 1, we can define HP(X) to be any one of he spaces Hp*q, 
p<q<co,q>l.Ifp>l,wedefineHP(X)=LP(X). 
If 0 < p < f, it can happen that P&p, _, is trivial as defined. This is the 
case if X = B or iR, with Lebesgue measure. Thus the dual of ik;,,,,,- , would 
also be trivial. We assume throughout hat the range of p is restricted to the 
interval for which qilpj _ i is non-trivial. We note here that atomic decom- 
positions have been obtained by Latter [lo] for X = R” and 0 < p < i. 
Condition (iii) on the atoms is replaced by higher moment conditions. 
DEFINITION 9. For any ,u-measurable function f, we define its Hardy- 
Littlewood maximal function, ~Mf, by 
.Mf(x) = sup --&[ 
S 
If(x)] dp(x); S a sphere, and x E S 1 . 
Also, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of order r > 0 is defined to be 
Ay(x) tit (A Ifl’ (x))“? 
It can be shown that, iffE L’, then for a > 0, 
PW 4”m) > a 1< Wlfllda)’ 
and, for P > r, Il4fll, < ~4 Ilfllp. Al so, since ,U is regular, then for almost 
every x, and any r > 0, /f(x)1 <-/v,f(x). 
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LEMMA 10. Let f be defined on a space of homogeneous type. Then for 
each r > 0, 
l/r 
(4f)* (t)<Mf,**(t)-M fjlf*‘(Y)dy) . 
0 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is a modification of a proof of Heinig 
[71* 
We first recall the weak type inequality 
or, equivalently, t&&g)* (t) < M I( gill. Let E = (x: If(x)1 >f*(t)}, and 
define 
g(x) = (f(x) -f*(t) ssnf(x>> x&9, 
h(x) -f(x) - g(x). 
xE is the characteristic function on E. Note that p(E) < t, and (IhI/, <f*(t). 
Thus 
MT)* (24 < (kg>* (t> + C/h)* (4 
<Mt-’ Ilglll + IlhllcG 
G Mt-’ J ;, W-@)I -f*(t)) 46) +f*(t) 
= MI’loE iu({x: If@>l >&f*(t)1 
n Ix: If(x>l -f*(t) > ~1) & -t./-*(t) 
= Mt-’ fv; f,(y) dy +f*(t) 
-1’(l) 
QM t-1 .O” 
1 J 
f,(y) & +f*(t> 
f’(f) I 
= Mf * *(t) < Mf * *(2t). 
In a completely analogous manner, or using the fact that (f ‘)* =f *I, we 
can show the general case. 
Suppose now that f E L”(X), p > 1, and let p > s > 1. For a > 0, set 0” z 
(x: Jf (x) > a}. Theorem 3.2 of C-W shows that 0” = Uj Sj, where {S,} = 
{Brj(xj)} is a sequence of spheres with the following properties: There is a 
constant A4 for each C > 1, such that no point of X belongs to more than M 
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of the spheres B’,j(xj) (M-disjointness property), and cjn (x\O*) # 4, for 
each j, where $-BBKc,(xj). H ere, K is the constant occurring in the 
definition of the quasimetric d on X. 
Using the above Whitney-type covering of O”, we can obtain a Calderon- 
Zygmund decomposition off as follows: set f(x) = g,(x) + h,(x), where the 
functions g, and h, satisfy 
(C-Z I): g,(x) =f(x) if x & 0"; 
(C-Z II> g,(X) = C (l/P(sj)) Ssj rIj(Y) f(y) 4(Y) Xj(X>T if x ’ 0”~ 
where Vj(Y>=Xj(Y)/CXj(Y) andxj(y)=xsjW; 
(C-Z III) h,(x) = C hj(X), where 
(C-Z IV) (( l/P(sj)) (sj I hj(x)l” &(x))“’ < Ca; and 
(C-Z V) 1 g,(x)1 < Ca, for all x E X. 
Let I’ be a vector space, and (Y, v) be a measure space. We say an 
operator mapping I’ into v-measurable functions is quasilinear if T(f+ g) is 
defined whenever Tf and Tg are, there is a K > 0, such that 1 Tdf+ g)l < 
~(1 Tfl + I Tgl), and for each scalar a, I T(uf)I = (a I I Tfl. If IC can be taken to 
be one, then we say T is sublinear. If, for any scalars a,, a2 and anyf, g E I’, 
we have T(a,f+ a, g) = a, Tf + a, Tg, then T is said to be linear. Clearly 
every linear operator is sublinear. 
DEFINITION 11. A quasilinear operator mapping Lp(X), 0 < p < co, into 
v-measurable functions is said to be of weak type (p, q), 0 < q < co, if for all 
f E Lp, there is a constant M independent off, for which 
A(vIYE Y: ITQ)l > 4)“qONfll,~ 
or, equivalently, 
~“YV-)” (A> < M Ilfllp- 
If Lp(X) is replaced by H’(X), we say T is of weak type (H’, q). If 
0 < p < 1, then T is said to be of weak type (HP, q) if, for each p-atom u(x), 
nv{ y: I Tu(y)I > 3L}ljq GM. Finally, if q = 00, T is of weak type (Lp, m) (or 
(HP, 03)) if II VII, < M Ilfll, (or II Tfll, < M IlflL,J. In each case, the least 
M is called the norm of T. 
Let (pi, qi), i = 0, 1, be distinct points in R*, with p. #pI, and pi, qi # 0. 
We define u to be the slope between the points (l/p,, l/q,), that is, 
l/q, - l/q, l/q - l/q, l/q - l/q, 
u = l/P0 - VP, = VP - l/P0 = l/P - l/P, ’ 
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where l/p = (1 - a)/~, + a/p,, l/q = (1 - a)/q, + a/q,, 0 < a < 1. Also, we 
define p’, the conjugate index of p, by p’ = p/(p - 1) if 0 < p f 1 and 
p<co,p’=coifp=l,andp’=l ifp=co. 
With these preliminaries, we can now state and prove our version of 
Theorem D of C-W. For simplicity, our results are presented in two separate 
theorems. Throughout the following we assume that the weight function 
W(x) E S, and S,. 
THEOREM 12. Let 1 <pi < qi < OS, p,, <p,, q,, # q,, i= 0, 1. Suppose 
that a quasilinear operator T, acting from HP’(X) to v-measurable functions 
is of weak types (HP’, qi) with norms M,, i = 0, 1. Let 0 < a < 1, and set 
l/p = (1 - a)/pO + a/p*, I/q = (1 - a>/qO + a/q,. Then for any p Z B > 0, 
(W(t) t”q(l + llog t )’ (Tf)” (t))“;[ I” 
rX’ (W(P) P(1 + llog tlyf *(t)y$/ 
I/B 
. 
where A4 is independent off for which the right-hand side is finite, and 
either: 
(9 if q. < q1 then WE V&q,-l,q,.s and Wt”7 E Vt,,s-,,p,,6 SOme 
PO=1 <s<pors=p,> 1;or 
(ii) if q1 < q. then WE Vc,,q,p,,q,,, and W(tl’u) E V& ,,pj,6 some 
p,=l<s<pors=p,>l. 
Proof: We first prove the case p0 = 1 < q. < q, < 00, 6 = 0, and T 
sublinear. Note that p1 < co and u > 0. Also, because of Hardy’s inequality, 
we assume p = 8. 
Let f be a function on X, such that J’F ( W(t”“) t”“f *(t))O (dt/t) is finite. 
Decompose f as follows: fix t > 0 and let f (x) = u(x) + u’(x), where 
ax> =f (x) if If (x)1 <f *(t”) 
=o otherwise 
and u’(x) = f (x) - u(x). Thus 
u*(Y) <f *(t”), 0 < y ,< to, 
Gf *(Y), Y > t”, 
and 
w>* (Y> <f *(Y)Y 0 < y < to, 
< 0, y > t”. 
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Using this decomposition, the sublinearity of T and the fact that WE S, 
yields, for 0 > 1, 
1 j” (W(t) ~l’~(Tf)* (r))’ q 1 “’ 
0 
(1.i 
m GM 
0 
(W(t) @(Tu)* (t))’ + 1 
l/O 
+ \jom (W(t) ~“~(Tzd)* (t))’ G/ I;“) 
E M{Z, + I, ). 
To estimate I,, we observe that, for 0 > p, , the weak type (pl, ql) 
assumption and Minkowski’s inequality 
ao 
PII0 
Z,pI = 
! j 0 
(W(t) t”4(T~)* (t))’ + 1 
co 
GM 
I 
j,f/-e(q telq-e141 
0 
llUllp,flp”e 
I 
m =M we(t) teiq-e/ql 
0 
[ (j~+~)u*p~(~)dy]“‘p’~ip”e 
10 
GM 
we(t) tei9-w91 
0 
+ Jorn I (i 
cc 
we(t) t e/q-e/al u*P’(v)dy 
IQ 
“‘I $ 
(1, 
O” w”(t) t 
dt PIi0 
GM 
0 
e/q-eisl+~eipy*e(t~) t 
! 
+ 
I 1 
m we(t) lei9-fH41 
0 0 
;yfiPI(y) dy 
e/P, dt 
f 
= M{J, +J,}. 
A change of variable yields 
P ,m 
1 
P ,I0 
i 
dl Pde 
jm ( W(,lio) t’/pf*(t))e t 1 
0 
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Also, a change of variable and Hardy’s inequality shows 
pm J, =M I! We(tliO) te/p-eh 0 (i s;‘S*p’cy) 4)) 
PI/e 
GM . 
Thus, on taking pi-roots, we have 
1/e 
Z,<M j‘” (W(il-“)~l;Yf*(r))e~~ . 
! -0 
If 0 <p, , let 0 < r < 8. It is easy to see that 
Z,e < M{Jf’p’ + Jy’pl,. 
Jo is estimated as before, and for J,, we apply Hardy’s inequality to show 
GM 
J 
‘m we(p) teip-eiPl(f *T(t) tdpl)ei7 q 
0 
= M .O” (W(t”“) t”Pf*(t))e f. 
J 0 
Consider now I, and u’. Since W(t”“) E V~,,s-,,p,,o, it can be shown that 
jkf*S(y) dy < co, that is, U’ E L’. This is once again the result of Hardy’s 
inequality. Thus we may use the Calderon-Zygmund decomposition 
described in the previous section, with f replaced by u’. Hence, for /I > 0, 
1 < r < s, and O4 = {x E X: Jru’(x) > /I}, we have u’(x) = g,(x) + h,(x) 
with properties (C-Z I) through (C-Z V). Property (C-Z IV) shows, on 
setting aj=hj/{C/?p(Sj)}, that aj is a (1, r)-atom. Thus h=x C/$(Sj)ajE 
H’ = HI*‘, with norm not exceeding M/3p(04). For t > 0, set /I = 
(Mru’)* (t”). Then 
and 
Ilhll,y~,r Q MM@) < M(Ju’)* (f’) to 
I g,(x)1 GMW3’)*(f”) 
by property (C-Z V). 
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Again, the sublinearity of T and the fact that WE S, show 
1/e 
1, GM W”(t) tS’q(TgD)*e (t) f 
I 
am + I 0 We(t)(Th,)*e (t) tels f 
= M{J, + J,}. 
By the weak type (H’, qo) estimate, the choice of /3, the inequality 
bfw>* 0) <W(V) s:, (u’>*r (Y) &)“‘, a change of variable, and Hardy’s 
inequality, we have, for 0 > I, 
-O” J, = 
lj 0 
We(t)(Th,)*e (t) tels 9 
! 
118 
!! 
-O” 
we 
GM w”(t) t 
0 
GM 
lj 
m We(tib) tefp-eir 
0 
(Q*'(u) dy ) e'r $1 "e 
GM 
!j 
.O" 
0 
(w(p) tmf*(t)y f 1 liea 
If 19 < r, let r < 0, and apply Calderon’s inequality to the integral 
Ia-*’ & = Skf*‘b9Y”‘(~Y/Y). 
To estimate J,, we first assume 13 > pl. Thus, by the weak type (HP’, q,) 
hypothesis and Minkowski’s inequality, we have 
J$” = 
I 
lrn We(t)(TgB)*e (t) te’q + 
I 
we 
-0 
<M I” W”(t) te’4-e’q1 
1 20 
II &II;, f 1 p”e 
(ii 
O” wect) te/q-efql . GM 
0 0 
o. 1 gD(x)p Q(x) e!m ; p”e 
1 I 
+ 
I 
O” we(t) tefq-e/ql . 
0 x\oo 
ES M(K, + K, }. 
409/89/2- 15 
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Since p is regular, ( g,(x)1 < M(Ku’)* (P) < M((l/P) Jyf*‘(y) dy)“*, so 
that a change of variable and Hardy’s inequality yield 
<M f”I Wyt”q te’p-e’r 
i 
sir dl PIIf 
-0 i! )*‘(y)dy 1 t 7 
l j 
O” (W(P) t’q-*(t>)e $1 
PI/O 
<M . 
0 
Finally, to estimate K,, note that, on x\04, (&u’)* (x) < (Ju’)* (t”). 
Thus 
Mu’)* (Y) < Mu’>* (t”>t 0 < y < f”, 
G Mu’)* (Y), y > to. 
Therefore, 
= ,“(Lky)*p’ to + ( > j-1 G4~~)*p~ (Y)b 
0 
.P 
1 
PI/’ 
<t 
a(’ -P,lr) 
u’*‘(Y) dY 
0 
\t 
< o(‘-Pllr) 
(i 
:‘f *r(y) uq” 
= Mt”” -PI/~) 
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Thus 
K,= O” 
!J 
w”(t) t e/4--eh 
0 
.* 
.P 
GM We(t) t 
eh-eh,toceh-eir) 
0 
o f"'(Y) 4 
=M 
This completes the case 8 > p,. If 0 <p,, then again choose r < 0 and 
repeat as above. Also, if 6 # 0, we can use the equivalences 
(1 + [log PI)* Ez (1 + [log tl)” 
and 
(1 + llog 2t1y z (1 + llog t/y. 
If q1 < qo, the above arguments are repeated, noting that now u < 0, and 
the alternate forms of Hardy’s inequality will be used. If p. > 1, the proof is 
simpler. I, is estimated as before, and 
I j m 
110 I, = 
0 
WB(t)(Tu’)*e t) te q f 
I 
m 
GM 
ji 
j,qt) te/q-Oh0 
0 
lluY:oye 
ii 
O" 
<M 
w"@) te/q-e/l70 
0 (1 
:"f*po(Y) a) 
eIP0 dt 118 
7 1 
=M 
lj 
O” We(p) te~p-e~po 
0 0 
J/*“.(y)dy)e’p’fl 
1/e 
i/e 
. 
If q1 = co and p, < co, the arguments are the same, noting that l/o = 
SIP - q/PI* If q1 =p, = co, then a=q/p. For 8 < 1, we examine 
Ii? VW t”qw)* we WA and again choose 0 <r < 8, and apply 
Calderon’s inequality where appropriate. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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In Theorem 12, the restriction that (X,,U) be a homogeneous space is 
necessary to allow an atomic decomposition of u’. If the weak type 
hypotheses are strengthened to weak types (pO, q,) and (p,, ql), but now 
O(p,(p,~co,q,fq,,andp,~qi,i=0,1,thentherestrictionon(X,~) 
is unnecessary. In the proof of the theorem, the condition on the indices that 
they be greater than one is also irrelevant. What is required is that 19/p, > 1 
or e/t > 1, so that Hardy’s inequality may be applied. Finally, we note that 
in this case we can take s =p,, , since it is only the decomposition f = u + a 
that we need to study. This proves: 
THEOREM 13. Let (X, ,u) and (Y, v) be measure spaces, and T a 
quasilinear operator mapping p-measurable functions to v-measurable 
functions. If T is of weak types (p,,, qJ and (p,, q,), 0 <pO <p, < co, 
q,, f q,, and pi < qi, i = 0, 1, then for any p > 0 > 0, 
(W(t) t1’4(1 + llog tl)’ (Tf)* (t))” $1 l/P 
I/O 
GM -cC (w(t”U)t”p(l + ~logt~)8f*(t))o~j , 
0 
where M is independent offfor which the right-hand side is finite. If q. < q, , 
then WE V&q,p,,q,.s and V(,,qo-,,q,,Sr while if ql < qo, then WE 
V (l/q,-l/q),G andYh,o-1/w 
THEOREM 14. Let O~po~l~p,~oo,pi<q,, qo#q,, i=O,l, and 
define p and q as in Theorem 12. Let 0 < a, < 1 be such that 1 = 
(1 - ao>/po + aoh and set I/y, = (1 - a,)/q, + a,/q,. Suppose that a 
sublinear operator T is of weak types (HPi, qi) with norms Mi, i = 0, 1. Then 
ifP > 1, 
‘O” I! (W(t) P(1 + llog tl)” (z-j-)* (t))” f 1 
I/P 
0 
l/O 
GM 
I 
O” (W(P) t”P(1 + llog #f *(t))@ +/ 
0 
where W satisfies either (i) or (ii) of Theorem 12, with q. replaced by yo. 
If p. <p < 1 (andp <pl), then for each (p, co)-atom a(x), with support in 
the ball B, we have for 0 < 8 < p 
I, O” (W(t)Pq(l + llogtl)” (Ta)* (t))“:/ 
l/P 
0 
< MW.G)“W + I log @N6. 
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Proof. If 1 <p <pl, it suffices to show that T is of weak type (HI, y,,), 
and then we can apply Theorem 12. 
Let a(x) be a (1, co)-atom with support in sphere B. It is enough to show 
A(v{x: I Tu(x)l > I})“” <M. 
To see this, note that for i = 0, 1 
A(v{x: ITa( > A})‘lqi <Mi llal& 
<Mi II~II~P(B)~‘~’ 
= Mi ~~u~~~~(B)~(B)~‘~‘-’ 
< M,,u(B)““‘-’ 
= M&B)- “P;. 
Since 1 = (1 - aO)/pO + Q/P, then (1 - a,,)/p6 + I+,/I); = 0. Hence 
rl(v{x: ITa( > l})“y” 
= ~1--nO+ao (v{x: 1 Tu(x)l > #-ao)‘qo (v{x: I Tu(x)l > A})=o’~I 
~<~-“ok-“-“o’IPbM;Lo~(B)-so/P; 
= M; - “My. 
We note here that IS is unchanged with q,, replaced by yO. Also, the above 
proof can be readily modified to show that T is of weak type (HP, q) for any 
p and q as defined in the theorem. 
Suppose now that p0 <p < 1 <p,, p, > p, and let u(x) be a (p, co)-atom. 
In a manner similar to the above argument, we can show, for i = 0, 1, 
tl’qi(Tu)* (t) < Mi,u(B)“P’-“P. 
Hence, for a number b > 0 to be chosen, B > 1, and q0 < q, , 
I= + llogtl)” (Tu>* (r))@j”’ 
< +Ilogtl)s(Tu)* (t))‘fi’” 
+ I j~(W(r)c”q(l+~log~~)6(Tu)*(l))e~~”e b 
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Ii-3 
GM W”(t) t 
%-%lp(B)~/P1- 0’p (1 + Jlog t)ys f 
I 
ii ’ 
I/@ + .a W”(t) te/q~elqo~(B)e/Po~e/P (1 + 1 log t I)ea f 
b I 1 
,< M{p(B)“P’-“P W(b) b”q-l’ql(l + 1 log bl)’ 
+p(B)l’po+‘p W(b) bl’q-l’qO(l + llog b()‘}. 
The result follows on setting b = p(B) l/O. 
If q, ( qo, we interchange the applications of the weak type hypotheses in 
the last argument. If 8< 1, we examine le. This completes the proof. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The remarks preceding Calderbn’s inequality allow us to extend Theorems 
12, 13 and 14 in the following way: Let us assume that 
! .; (W(t”“) ”P(1 + llog tl)sf*(t))e f < cc, 
where WE S: , S:, Vrl:q,- ,,q,,s, and V&- l,p, a. We can carry out the same 
procedures in the proofs of the interpolation theorems to show the inequality 
(for 90 < 41) 
(W(t) t’@(l + )log tjy (z-j-)* (t))” F! ‘lp 
.m GM 
I 
(W(t”“) t”P(1 + /log tI)“J*(t))“~l 1’o, 
In a similar manner, if WE S,,, , S,,, , V&q,P1,9’,6,1, and Vc,,S- ,,P’,s,, with 
f’ (W(t”U) t”P( 1 + 1 log t l>sf*(t>y f < cc 
-0 
then 
.l 
0 
(W(t) t”4(1 + llog tl)” (Tf)” (t))” f 1 1/P 
GM 
I 
f (W(P) t”P(1 + llog tlyj-*(t)y f/ “@. 
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Now let I+‘(t) = 1 if t > 1, and W(t) = 0 if t < 1 in the first case and in the 
second, let W(t) = 1 if t < 1 and W(t) = 0 if t > 1. We then have, for p, q, p, 
6, 6 as defined before and for 0 < j3 < 1, l/u = (1 - p)/po + p/p,, l/u = 
(1 -BYso +P/q,, ~~38, > 0 and 6, E h 
T: L@(log L)S + LUO,(log L)“’ 
+ L4P(log L)” + L”p’(log L)S’. 
See Bennett and Rudnick [ 1 ] for further definitions and properties of such 
sums of Lorentz-Zygmund spaces. 
We conclude with two examples of operators defined on HP and the 
appropriate stimates we can derive. First, for any f, the Littlewood-Paley g- 
function is defined by 
g(x) = ( 
“, Is,(x) - U”(X)12 “2 
T ne, n i ’ 
where s, and u, are the nth partial sum and the nth Cesaro mean of the 
Fourier series associated with J This operator is of weak type (H’, 1) (but 
not (1, 1)) and is bounded on L* (see Zygmund, [ 14, Vol. I, p. 183). Thus 
for any WE V;“1,2- Ilp,,s and %,,- llp,,6 
jl m (W(t) t”P(1 + ]log tl)“g*(t)>” fl 
IlP 
0 
110 
GM 
Ii 
om (w(t) tllP(l + llog tl)v*(t)y$1 , 
where 1 <p < 2. 
Next, if f is the Fourier transform off defined on IR, then the multiplier 
operator mapping fE HP@?) into (ml)‘, where m E La’@?) with 
SUP~>~ y y<,,,.2Y Im’(x)l* dx < co satisties 
(t”yzy)* (t))” q 1 
IIP 
G M llfllm 
for p > j. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.29 of C-W, and Theorem 14 
on setting W = 1 and 6 = 0. 
In closing, we note that theorems like Theorem 14 are also of interest in 
light of the fact that the only bounded operator from Lp8 to Lqp, 0 <p < 1 
and p < q Q co, is the zero almost everywhere operator (see [ 13, Theorem 
1.191). 
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